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Early cut-‐off date in December for job entry
At the end of this year The Royal Mail is
scrapping its discounted pre-‐sorted
service that NFSCO currently uses to
send themonthly member invoice. This
means that forNFSCo to takeadvantage
of the lower postal rate of 26p per item
we must post the December member
invoices on the 29th December.
For this reason, thecut-‐offdate for theentryof jobswill
be 9pm on the 27th December 2017. Any December
jobs entered after this date will be paid in February.

As you will understand this is a situation beyond our
control, but if it will be a problem entering all of your
jobs by this deadline please contact Joanne Sowter on
01335 320024or email collector@nfsco.co.uk.We are
currently taking steps to implement the necessary

changes to our mailing software from the
end of January with a new supplier, so
going forward NFSCo can continue to
secure a discounted mailing rate which
will help towards keeping our on-‐going
costs down.

Survey results are proof of high collector standards
At the last collector conference in February it was
suggested that NFSCo undertook a collector survey to
determine farmer attitudes towards their collector,
and the services provided. You may remember that
NFSCo originally did this back in 2009, with excellent
results which were then used to proactively promote
the professional standards and capability within the
industry.

Over the last few months, therefore, the NFSCo team
has questioned via the phone or through Survey
Monkey on the web over 5,000 NFSCo members,
asking them what they thought about their last three
collections; how they chose and contacted their
collector of choice, and the extent that they were
satisfied with the collection... or otherwise. This
covered collection points on the farm, general bio-‐
security standards and the timeliness of collections.

We also asked them NFSCo related questions about
their compliance certification.

The feedback received was, again, exceptional and
shows that NFSCo collectors operate to a high
professional standard and are highly regarded by their
customers. Key results are:

-‐ nearly 98% of farmers are satisfied with the service

received with less than 1% dissatisfied;

-‐ a similar percentage were happy with the timeliness
of their collections;

-‐over75%generallyuse thesamecollector,butgetting
on for 10% do shop around on a short-‐term basis;

-‐ 35%of collections are fromwithin thepermiter of the
farm, with 45% of collections being from a central
point;

-‐ 86% were happy with their collector's bio-‐security
standards, with only 1% expressing dissatisfaction;

-‐ 80% of farmers received their annual Compliance
Statement from NFSCo, and of those who didn't over
halfof themsaid theywould likeonewhenthebenefits
of it were explained.

"The results were a ringing endorsement of the
standard of service that NFSCo collectors and NFSCo
providethe farmingcommunity," saysLydiaClare,who
organsed and co-‐ordinted the survey at Ian Potter
Associates.

"We will make sure this is communicated on behalf of
our collectors to help promote the professionalism
within the sector."



Collection and rendering charges to increase
as demand for by-‐products falls, says FABRA
Renderers are warning of a
likely increase in charges
because of a lack of export
demand in Europe and the
Asianmarkets forMeat and
Bone meal (Processed Animal Protein) and because of
substantial stock piles of the product that are
accumulating. That’s according to FABRA UK, which
representsmore than 90%of theUK animal by product
processing industry.
Consequently, it says “there has been a significant fall
in PAP prices in recent weeks which is seriously
impacting on the UK market”.
On top of that there has also been “a sizeable
reduction” in the value of tallow, due to the EU
reducing import duties for tallow from some countries
and a decline in the price of alternative oil sources".
“We are alerting our meat industry stakeholders of

these changing
market conditions to
give them advanced
warning that our
members may be

forced to review their pricing strategies for animal by
product rawmaterial,” FABRAwarned in late October.
“This is an industry wide issue and is not limited to
individual processors,” it said.

And the situation may get worse before it gets better:
according to the US-‐based National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration there is now a now a 75%
chance of La Niña conditions returning, and
strengthening over the northern hemisphere winter.
This, it says, could result in a “significant sourceof price
volatility forcommodities”nextyear, includingoils that
have a direct effect on tallow prices.

Bulk job upload facility reduces the time it takes to enter jobs!
NFSCo’s new software was rolled
out earlier this year, with an almost
seamless change and avoiding the
pitfalls that many IT projects we
hearabout run into!Amongsomeof
the new features is the capability to
import in bulk jobs via a CSV file,
which is easily maintained using
Microsoft Excel.

The information can be
downloaded from any in-‐house
system, and then savedas a .CSV file

prior to uploading on to the NFSCO
website.

A number of our larger collectors
have already implemented this
method of job entry, which has
saved them a significant amount of
time. Others are in the process of
adopting it. If you are currently
booking collections and entering
the job details into your own in-‐
house system software we would
suggest you contact our office to

learn how we can help you to
remove the duplicate manual entry
of jobs on to our website. The new
facility significantly reduces the
number of man hours it takes
inputting jobs, and ensures you get
paid each month in full.

The option for a “Bespoke”
collection scheme now exists, if
required. For further details contact
the office.

New App to drive paperless receipt pads and real-‐time reporting
The NFSCO project team is working
ontwotechnologyprojectswhich, if
approved, will aid collectors and
members alike.

The new initiatives will allow
collectors to book jobs, track job
statuses and allocate jobs to drivers
via a collector App. This will have a
simple menu-‐driven interface that
fulfils the receiptpadrequirements,
plus the signature fulfilment
(dependant on the handheld

device), and allows for text entry
where required to complete a
receipt pad.
This will, in turn, remove the need
for a paper based receipt pad, and
will send electronic copies of it to
the member, and NFSCO. One
immediate and obvious benefit of
this would be to potentially
eliminate the £15,000 spent each
year on receipt pads.
The App will have the ability to
provide data back to collectors in

real-‐time, thuseliminating theneed
for manual re-‐entry into your own
systems and into the NFSCO TPS, as
this will all be automated.

A new member App is also under
consideration, potentially allowing
members to create requests for
collections from anywhere,
anytime and thus minimising the
effort to request a service. The
simple process will also have a
menu interface for ease of use.



Get ready for new data protection rules
NFSCO is currently scrutinising and
actively working on the changes
between the existing DPA (Data
Protection Act) and the new GDPR
(General Data Protection
Regulations), ready for the May
2018 deadline.
NFSCO will be updating its Terms &

Conditions and its Information
Security Policy making sure it
adopts the changes set out by the
ICO (Information Commissioner’s
Office). We strongly advise you to
go to the ICO website:
https://ico.org.uk/ to make sure
that your business takes the right

steps when it comes to holding and
processing sensitive information, as
failure to do so can result in very
large fines.

Cyber Essentials Certification protects against on line threats
It might initially sound like
something from Star Wars, or
Doctor Who, but alas Cyber
Essentials is something far more
mundane – it’s a voluntary
Government backed and industry
supported scheme to help
businesses protect themselves
against common internet based
threats.

Cyber Essentials highlights the 10
basic Cyber Security steps all
organisationsneedto implement to
mitigate the risk from common
internet based threats, and also
offers a mechanism for them to
demonstrate to customers and
suppliers that they have taken the
essential Cyber Security
precautions to protect their
business.NFSCOhas completed the

10-‐step questionnaire, a report has
been submitted to the governing
body,andwearenowawaiting level
1 Cyber Essentials certification.

If you would like any further
information on Cyber Essentials
please ask or visit
www.cyber s t ree tw i se . com/
cyberessentials

Justover twoyearsagoonthe26thOctober2015DEFRA
launched its consultation on “The proposed
introduction of new fees for statutory services
delivered by the Animal and Plant Health Agency
(APHA)”. It was largely over looked by the meat
industry at the time – not least because on the very
same day The World Health Organisation decided to
classify processed meat as carcinogenic!

The consultation sought views on APHA receiving “Full
Cost Recovery” on Animal By-‐Products, Animal
Gatheringsandpetpassports forEngland,Scotlandand
Wales, with the types of activity for which FCR fees
applying covering everything from an on-‐farm
incinerator, to a collection centre to approving a new
rendering plant. DEFRA’s preferred option in the
consultationwas 50%of FCR for Actual Unit Fees in the
first year, and 100% in the second year.

There were significant delays but now, though, an
agreement is inplace.Basically therehasbeenachange
in approach to the way the fees will be calculated (see
statement opposite).

NFSCo will email out a link to the published
consultation response, and the table of fees, when it is
available andwewill also keep you updated on further
developments.

New APHA inspection and check fees coming by spring 2018
APHA is now close to
concluding the formal
consultation process
on proposed new fees
for Animal By-‐Products
(ABP), Animal Gatherings and Pet Passports
statutory services.
Feedback in relation to the presentation of ABP
fees led us to look again at the format of the fees.
In theconsultationdocumentABPactivitieswere
defined as “simple” and “complex” so service
users could understand how the material risk,
scale and complexity of their operation
influences the cost of the service APHAprovides.
In the formal response we will include a table of
fees that sets out the proposedminimum fee for
each type of activity together with additional
activity fees where they would apply.
The rationale and basis on which fees were
proposed remains valid and APHA still wishes to
pursue a preferred option of phasing in activity
fees over two years. If this is approved, the
earliest any fees would be introduced would be
Spring 2018."



Seasons greetings, and thanks,
from all at NFSCo
Once again, and on behalf of the Board and team at NFSCo, may I thank all of the
collectors and your staff who work with us during the year for all your hard work to help
make NFSCo the success that it is. May I wish you all a Happy Christmas, and a
prosperous 2018.

Northern Ireland and Scotland capitalise onNegligible
Risk status, while England and Wales wait until 2021
On the 25th May the livestock industries of Northern
Ireland and Scotland were awarded Negligible Risk
status for BSE, following a review by the World
Organisation for Animal Health of applications
originally submitted in 2016. Negligible Risk status is
the safest level, and is effectively abadgeof thehighest
quality level as regards BSE. The two countries hope
their respective statuses will boost international
demand for their beef, which will be particularly
important in a post Brexit world. For renderers the
positives lie in the reduction in the riskmaterials which
must be disposed of as Category 1 material under the
Animal By-‐Products Regulations, with the only bovine
SRM removal requirements being the brain, skull and
spinal cord for animals over 12 months old.

ScotlandhashadnoBSEcasessince2009,andNorthern
Ireland since2012. EnglandandWaleshad twocasesof
BSE reported in 2015, and thus maintain a “controlled
risk” status. There have been no cases reported since,
though, and if this stays the case then they will secure
negligible risk status in 2021.

More recently, in mid-‐November, new “controlled
risk” (CR) status controls were introduced by the
Department of Agriculture in Northern Ireland, which
will apply toanimals imported intoNorthern Ireland, or
whichhave leftNorthern Irelandand returned later, for
example to attend shows unless time or other specific
criteria apply. The CR statuswill appear on herd lists, at
markets and abattoirs.

NFSCo plans for future via new vice chairman position
NFSCo is looking to its long-‐term future by embarking
on a medium-‐term succession plan, starting with the
appointment of a Vice Chairman position to support
the Chairman and to assist in the development of the
Company, its future strategy and to engagewith Board
members and external stakeholders.

The successful candidate will be regarded as a future
leader of the company, and because of that it is
important to get the right person for the job, rather
than to fill the position quickly.

The ideal candidate will have knowledge and
experience of governance and finance, and must also
have excellent interpersonal, communication and
ambassadorial skills. An understanding of the livestock
farming and animal health industries is desirable.

The advertised post is part time, and the commitment
is estimated at nomore than60days annually, to begin
with. Attendance at monthly operations, quarterly
Board meetings and ad-‐hoc project meetings is
essential.

Chairman, MBE, ARAgs


